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. Tile Drainage for Greens of Clay Soil
By 'Vendell P. Miller

This article is prompted by an inquiry made of the Green Section
with regard to the system most generally used for draining putting
greens, especially those of clay soil. '

What is a clay soil? The Bureau of Soils classifies soils as clays,
silts, loams, or sands, and as combinations, like clay loams, sandy silt
loams, sandy clay loams, depending upon the percentage of each of
the soil separates sand, silt, and' clay which a given soil contains.
Grains of soil having a diameter ranging from .05 mm. to 1 mm. are
'called sand; those with a diameter of from .005 to .05 are silt; and
those with diameters ,of less than .005 mm. are clay. The Bureau
further classifies the combinations of soil separates and calls those
soils which contain between 20 percent and 30 percent. of clay par-
ticles clay loams; while those soils that contain more than 30 percent
of clay particles are called clays.

The determination of the drainage requirements for any given
situation therefore resolves itself into a determination of the soil type
and the structural characteristics of the soil particles making up the
particular body of soil understudy. Why will water run out of a
burlap sack as fast as poured in, but seep through a canvas bag very
slowly? The reason is the presence of large spaces between the fibres
in the burlap but minute spaces between the fine threads making up
the canvas. Similarly water runs through a sandy soil quickly be-
cause the spaces between the individual particles are large, while
the spaces between particles in a clay soil are relatively as small
as the clay particles. Water moving downward or horizontally
through a clay soil therefore encounters much greater friction than
water moving through sand. In other words, it will take two or pos-
sibly 10 times as long for a given drop of water to move 2 feet
downward and ten feet horizontally through a clay soil as it would
take to move the same distance through a sand soil. The reason for
this lengthy time element in clay soils can be visualized if you imagine
a drop of water spread out several times thinner on a sheet of paper
and then having to travel a distance of perhaps 100 or even 200 feet
to enter a tile 10 feet from its starting point. Clay soils, therefore,
require tile lines placed closer together than sand or silt soils, if we
are to get rapid drainage. When the tile lines are covered with stone
or coarse cinders, there is no reason for making the trenches more
'shallow for clay than for sand soils. The water moving to deep tile
will gradually open up channels in the heaviest clay and increase the
depth of dry soil ready to receive a heavy rain.

Luckily not all soils present a homogeneous structure; the chan-
nels left by earthworms and the decaying roots of trees and plants,
and the cracks in the soil due to contraction on drying out, provide
large-size and direct channels through which large amounts of water
move rapidly from the surface downward to the plane of the perma-
nent water-table.

With this slight understanding of soil structure, we are ready for
a few general fundamentals of drainage engineering:

1. In a humid region no water which is of benefit to turf grasses
is removed from soils by, tile drainage.
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2. The greater the depth of the tile, the larger the dry soil reser
voir above the tile waiting for a cloudburst. 

3. Theoretically, drain tiles can never be placed too deep; practi
cally, the permissible depth is determined by the outlet conditions 
and by the factor of economy between a few deep ditches and a larger 
number of shallow ditches. 

4. No tile should be installed less than 2 feet deep unless bedrock 
or lack of an outlet forces shallower depths. 

No. 10 green, Columbus Country Club. On the reader's right is seen the foot of the hill 
and the shallow open ditch between the hill and the green. 

5. No connections of one tile line to another under the putting 
area should be allowed if they can possibly be avoided. If trouble 
develops in a line of tile, it can not be remedied without getting at 
both ends of the tile line, which means digging up the junction point. 
With all junctions outside the putting area, the surface of the green 
will not be marred, should uncovering be necessary. 

6. All green drainage lines should be installed in straight lines 
to permit running of cleaning rods through them in case of stoppage. 

7. The space between the individual joints of tile should be at 
least J/Hnch for hard burned tile and a little more for soft clay tile. 

8. In clay or silt soils, the tile should be covered with coarse cin
ders or crushed stone to within 6 to 12 inches of the finished green 
surface. In sand or muck soils, the top half of the joints should be 
covered with strips of burlap, heavy asphalt roofing, inverted strips 
of sod, straw, shavings, or sawdust. 

9. A minimum fall of 1 inch in 20 feet should be used on green 
drainage lines, with as much more as it is possible to get. 
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10. The tile lines on clay soils should be spaced from 10 feet
apart when 2 feet deep to 18 or 20 feet apart when 3 feet deep, twice
this distance apart being sufficient for sandy soils.

11. The tile lines should be parallel and cross the green parallel
with the direction of greatest slope of the surrounding ground, but
most generally parallel with the line of play.
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The accompanying diagram shows the plan of drainage on No.

10 green at the Columbus Country Club. Before installing the shal-
low surface depression and deep tile ditch at the foot of the hill the
green was always soggy and without turf. When the surface of a
green is entirely elevated above the surrounding ground and is not
subject to seepage water from a hillside, one or two lines of tile in-
stalled 2 feet deep in the original subgrade is usually sufficient.
Greens subject to seepage or runoff from higher ground should be
protected by shallow surface ditches to catch the surface runoff and
by tile placed deep enough to intercept the lowest plane of seepage.

Bluegrass and Lime.-Our experiments have not indicated that
lime is beneficial to bluegrass. What bluegrass needs most is a rich
soil. Most of the limestone soils are naturally rich and thus well
suited for bluegrass, and it is apparently on this account that the idea
prevails that bluegrass needs lime. Lime, moreover, promotes the
growth of white clover and the summer grasses, such as crab grass,
and a great many weeds.


